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Characters
There are many characters, both good and bad, in the world of Orcs Must Die. Most of them bad.
Below is a list of some of the most prominent creatures to be found in Orcs Must Die!
The War Mage
Impulsive, stubborn, and not the sharpest tool in the shed, he’s far from the Order’s best and brightest.
But these days, with so many rift fortresses to protect from the orc mob, everyone with any magical
ability at all is needed on the line. If he’s the last, best hope, then maybe all hope is lost. On the plus
side, he loves killing orcs – and he’s really good at it.
Orc Warrior
They’re ugly, they’re dumb, they stink, and they have a terrible dental plan. They’re determined to get
to the rifts, no matter what stands in the way. Clearly they must die - and fortunately they die easily and
in large numbers. Just don’t get too close; their swords are rusty enough to cause a nasty case of
lockjaw.
Crossbow Orc
Five brain cells smarter and a head taller than the average orc, these guys have been trained to point a
crossbow at their enemies and pull the little trigger (the one by their finger). Given that orcs have the
eyesight of an aged mole, their aim is pretty good. They’re more dangerous than their sword-wielding
buddies; obviously, all orcs must die, but maybe these orcs should die first.
Gnoll Hunter
Sporting razor-sharp teeth, a fast loping gait, and powerful claws, Gnoll Hunters aren’t interested in
getting through the rift – they’re interested in killing you! (They’re also interested in killing archers and
paladins, but everyone knows tender young War Mage is the sweetest meat of all.)
Hellbat
Look at that hideous thing. Just look at it. Clearly those stubby wings aren’t keeping that bloated
monstrosity in the air. What makes it float? Is it magic, or its steady diet of extra-large bean burritos?
Kobold Runner
Stay alert when kobolds are around – unlike orcs, runners aren’t stupid enough to stand and fight. That
said, if you manage to land a hit, they’re extremely fragile and have a highly satisfying death squeal.
Ogre
Ogres take a ton of punishment and dish out even more; they’re dangerous foes for even the most
talented war mage. Turn-offs include bathing, waxing, and vegetables.
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